Late-Season

SERENITY
Forging afield when the rest have hung up their boots.
BY STEVEN J. MASELLO
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The wintry west extends his
blast
And hail and rain does bla
w;
Or, the stormy nor th sends
driving for th
The blinding sleet and sna
w;
While tumbling brown, the
burn comes down,
And roars frae bank to bra
e;
And bird and beast in covert
rest,
And pass the heartless day
.
The sweeping blast, the sky
o’ercast,
The joyless winter-day,
Let others fear, to me mo
re dear
Than all the pride of May:
The tempest’s howl, it soo
thes my soul….
Rober t Burns (1759-1796),
Winter: a Dirge
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A

s the bitter Midwest winter blasts extend into
February and March, I certainly do look forward
to spring—and the Michigan steelheading season—
yet I have always enjoyed most of winter as my
favorite season. First of all, I’m a chump for the
holidays, beginning with Halloween and extending
through Thanksgiving, Christmas and the New Year’s
celebration (a quiet day—with some football—in
my house). Best of all, in the cold of mid- and latewinter, I love to hunt pheasant across the serenely
quiet and empty wintry stubble fields. I revel in the
silence of the pristine white beauty of the terrain.
Often, I’m the only hunter with dog to be seen.
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My favorite winter (and early season,
as well) destination for a truly fine pheasant, quail and partridge hunt is within
a 2-1/2 hour drive from my Chicagoarea home. Mike Jacobsen’s Hilltop
Meadows Hunt Club is unique. Mike
prides himself on his “Dakotas-Style
Hunting in Illinois.” At first reading that
would seem quite a bold claim (I have
hunted pheasants in South Dakota) but
believe me, he delivers.
I have hunted many private and public
preserves and clubs in north and central
Illinois—and across the upper Midwest
—and there are none, to my knowledge,
that offer such wonderful hunting in
such a stunningly beautiful, rolling landscape. Hilltop’s proximity to the Mississippi River, just a few miles away,
creates its wrinkled, hilly and rolling
terrain. Nestled along the Mississippi
River Valley in northwestern Illinois,

the 355 acres of native prairie grasslands,
clover food plots, sorghum, corn rows
and woodlands offer the upland hunter
the opportunity to hunt hard-flying
pheasant, as well as bobwhite quail and
grey partridge.
The birds were released weeks, if not
months, earlier and truly fly as one
would hope from “wild birds.” In fact,
judging by the tail feathers on some of
the roosters, there remain some seasonal, resident survivors—and their
offspring. There is no simple “put and
take” routine at Hilltop Meadows. Mike
has worked darned hard—and to great
effect—in promoting the best wildlife
habitat possible.
Each year he spends countless hours
and very long days maintaining and improving the property with controlled
burns, invasive species removal, the
planting of food plots, trees, shrubs and
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native prairie grasses. The birds, including the numerous wild turkey and deer,
all heartily approve and benefit; so does
the hunter.
As I traverse the undulating landscape,
I often find myself winded (at least in
my not quite Seal Team 6 condition)
atop a hill with a lovely view of the
Hilltop Meadows acreage. The club,
replete with horse pastures, paddocks
(Gail , Mike’s wife, is an accomplished
equestrienne), and grand old red barn,
is a landscape from a Currier and Ives
print—especially when set against a
white, winter landscape. I have hunted
at Hilltop for a couple of years now and
enjoy myself every bit as much as I did
on my wonderful South Dakota “pilgrimage” with my eldest son, Dan, several
years ago.
Hunting with Mike as guide and
behind one of his prize pointers, Nellie,
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a 9-year-old Elhew, and Bob, a dashing
6-year-old vizsla, is always a joy. A
couple of bracing days afield and the
world of endless emails, the Kardashians,
Chicago street violence, and the daily
lurid, grim news reports fade away to
nothingness. My spirits are renewed.
On this outing, I was eager to try my
hand as dedicated hunt photo-journalist,
starring, of course, Mike’s world-class
pointers, Nellie and Bob. I hunted over
a weekend in early January. Eight more
inches of snow fell that Friday when I
pulled into Hilltop Meadows, and temperatures were expected to top out in
the teens the next day.
On Saturday, our first day out, I was
the cameraman, lugging my Canon
100-400 zoom over hill and dale—all
in the teeth of a biting wind with air
temperatures hovering about 18 degrees.
A fine but persistent snowfall blew side-
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ways all day. I wore my super-warm
Eddie Bauer Toppenish wool zip field
sweater under my upland jacket. My
well-broken in LaCrosse SSTs kept my
feet warm in my heaviest Danner hunting
socks, but the footing on inclines was
difficult because of icy ridges under the
four new inches of snowfall. I was fearful
of taking a slip with such expensive
equipment slung around my neck. In
short, it was one heck of a workout.
A friend of Mike’s, Jeff Melton, president of the Whiteside County, Il., Pheasants Forever Chapter, was the hunter—
he was a great sport and a fine shot.
Mike took out Nellie for our first day
hunt, a serious, intelligent, and elegant
Elhew pointer. She was affectionate with
us all, but focused and perfect pointing
business when it came to the upland
game. She held point beautifully, even
in the miserable weather, and put Jeff

on several sure shots. If a pheasant was
crippled, she’d plunge into the stubble
or tall prairie grass and retrieve it with
dispatch.
I have now earned even higher regard
for the accomplished outdoor photographer; it requires enormous patience,
determination, energy—plus the artistic eye and perfect timing—to capture
on film the busted quail covey (I blew
my chance), the pheasant rise, the perfect
point, the exciting retrieve. I kept very
busy. My first purely photo-journalist
outing was, nevertheless, great fun—but
humbling.
Sunday, the weather was greatly improved: bright, breezy, and a balmy 30
degrees. The winter landscape sparkled
in the sunlight. Today it was Bob’s turn,
the most camera-savvy Hungarian one
might ever encounter. Mike, Jeff and I
headed to more distant but equally
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rolling and picturesque fields. Mike keeps
Hilltop Meadows absolutely thick with
birds. Bob held some wonderful points,
not budging an inch until Mike gave the
signal and Jeff and I were ready.
On a couple of occasions, a winged
rooster would race off through the snowy
cover and stubble tangle, but inevitably
Bob would come bounding back, bird
in mouth. At one point in the afternoon—and beyond my zoom range—I
was able to spot a winged rooster
heading out of a slough just below us
and racing up a distant hillside. I
watched, wonderfully entertained, as
Bob trailed the bird, appearing and then
disappearing in the distant cover. Within
a few minutes he closed in on the still
visible scooting rooster and brought it
to Mike’s hand. The whole scene remains

vivid in my mind; the unique perspective I had gave me the opportunity to
really watch a great bird dog at work.
Much to my delight, after a couple
of hours of rigorous camera work and
a good stock of photos, Mike called Gail
and asked her to hop on the ATV and
bring out my Browning Citori 12-gauge;
I joyfully handed off my camera gear to
Gail, seized the gun, shoved a box of
Winchester Super Pheasant 6s in my
vest and joined in the hunt for the last
couple of hours of daylight. I even
bagged a brace of beautiful long-tailed
ringnecks as well as a handsome grey
partridge. Another note on my favorite
hunting season: There is no more beautiful light than the mid- to late afternoon
gold in deep winter—especially as it
plays off a gleaming winter landscape
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as lovely as Hilltop Meadows.
As evening closed in upon us, we
hiked back to the neat little refurbished
farmhouse that serves as bunkhouse and
lodge. We cleaned the birds in Mike’s
pristine cleaning room adjacent to the
barn, and bid each other a good night
and a Happy New Year. Bone weary but
a happy hunter, rather than cook I ate
my last couple of packed PB&J sandwiches, sipped some bourbon, tossed a
couple of fat logs into the potbellied
stove, climbed into my old-fashioned,
square-bottomed Eureka sleeping bag
(no mummy shape for this body) and
slept till dawn.

If you want to go, check out Mike’s
website at hilltopmeadowshuntclub.com
or call Mike at 815-535-1056.
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